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The absorption spectra of o-diazobenzoquinone (DBQ), o-diazonaphthoquinone (DNQ) and o-diazonaphtho-
quinone-5-sulfonic acid (DNQSH) are computed at the MS-CASPT2 level to assign the experimental UV/vis
spectra. These compounds undergo the photoinduced Wolff rearrangement, which is applied in the fabrication
of photoresists. The lowest energy broadband around 400 nm corresponds to excitation to the lowest ππ*
state and has a vibrational structure mainly due to the activity of a ring bond inversion and a diazo bending
mode. The remaining bands of the spectra arise from ππ* states, while the states involving the oxygen lone
pairs and the in-plane π orbitals of the diazo group have low oscillator strengths. The lowest ππ* state has
a nonplanar minimum characterized by an out-of-plane bending of the diazo group and a stretching of the
C-N bond. While recent experiments point to an ultrafast, concerted reaction, our results suggest that the
process may be asynchronous, and the initial phase dominated by nitrogen elimination.

Introduction

The conversion of R-diazo ketones into ketenes and their
products was first reported by Wolff in 1902.1 Since then the
Wolff rearrangement (WR) has been widely studied and used
in organic synthesis,2,3 �-peptide design,4 DNA cleavage5,6 and
photoaffinity labeling.7 The photoinduced WR is also used in
the lithographic production of integrated electronic circuits, and
diazonaphthoquinone derivatives are the most common photo-
active compounds employed for this application.8

Although the chemistry of the photoinduced WR is used in
many fields and this reaction has been known for more than 70
years, its mechanism is still under debate (Scheme 1). The focus
of the discussion is whether the nitrogen extrusion and the
rearrangement occur in a concerted or stepwise manner via a
carbene intermediate. A recent femtosecond resolved spectro-

scopic study of diazonaphthoquinone 5-sulfonate9 reports the
formation of the ketene in the sub-picosecond scale. The prompt
formation of the ketene species seems to indicate a concerted
reaction mechanism. The sub-picosecond formation of the ketene
species has also been reported for a non-quinoid analogue,
R-biphenyl-R-diazo acetone,10 pointing to the concerted mech-
anism also in this system.

The computation of vertical excitation energies is the starting
point to understand the mechanism of the WR from excitation
to ketene formation. However, to the best of our knowledge no
high-level calculations of the spectrum have been published.
Therefore, we have calculated the vertical excitation spectra of
diazobenzoquinone (DBQ), diazonaphthoquinone (DNQ) and
diazonaphthoquinone sulfonic acid (DNQSH) in vacuum and
in water using the multistate multiconfigurational second-order
perturbation approach (MS-CASPT2). As the sulfonate sub-
stituent is important in the applications (e.g., increases the
solubility11) but does not participate directly in the WR, the
5-sulfonate DNQ derivative is modeled by its protonated form
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DNQSH. This avoids the complications in the theoretical studies
of anionic species.

The absorption spectra of DBQ in water12 and in argon
matrix13 are very similar and show three bands centered at ∼400,
∼265, and ∼210-220 nm. The UV/vis absorption spectra of
DNQ and DNQSH in ethanol glass at 77 K14 and DNQSH in
water12,15 reveal four different bands. Three bands are nearly
the same as those recorded for DBQ and are centered at 400,
260, and 210 nm. The additional band is between 300-330 nm
for DNQSH and blue-shifted to 280-310 nm for DNQ. The
WR is initiated by using either excitation wavelengths around
400 nm9 or in the range between 300 and 350 nm.12,14-16

Vertical excitation energies of DBQ and DNQ have been
previously computed at the semiempirical level neglecting
solvent effects. Semiempirical LNDO/S PERTCI calculations
assign the three absorption bands of DBQ to ππ* transitions.13

The 400 nm band of DNQ was assigned to either a σπ* or a
nπ* transition,17 or to a ππ* transition by semiempirical
CNDO/S SECI calculations.18 Our MS-CASPT2 calculations
provide a reliable interpretation of the spectrum and attribute
the two lowest bands in the spectrum whose wavelengths are
used to induce the WR to two different ππ* states. Moreover
the absorption profile of the lowest band in the spectra of DBQ
in Ar matrix13 and DNQ and DNQSH in ethanol glass14 shows
three intense peaks. By means of the computation of the
vibrational frequencies and intensities for DNQ we attribute
these peaks to the vibrational structure of the lowest energy
permitted ππ*electronic transition, and not to contributions from
other excited states.

Computational Details
The vertical excitation energies of DBQ, DNQ and DNQSH

were computed with the MS-CASPT2 method using the
6-311G* basis set. A real level shift parameter of 0.2 and no
IPEA19 modification was used. The ground-state geometries of
Cs symmetry optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G* level (Becke-
3-Lee-Yang-Parr density functional) are employed in all
vertical excitation energy calculations. The complete list of
complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF), complete
active space second order perturbation (CASPT2) and MS-
CASPT2 vertical excitation energies obtained using two different
active spaces (see below) is reported in the Supporting Informa-
tion (Table SI1). For comparison time-dependent density
functional (TD-DFT) vertical excitation energies were also
computed with the B3LYP functional and the 6-311G* basis
set and are reported in the Supporting Information (Table SI2).
The MS-CASPT2 calculations were carried out using MOLCAS
version 7.2,20 while the CASSCF and DFT optimizations and
TD-DFT computations were performed with the Gaussian03
program.21

The complete active space for DBQ is fourteen electrons in
twelve orbitals, which comprises nine π orbitals of a′′ symmetry,

and three orbitals of a′ symmetry, namely the two in-plane π
orbitals of the diazo group (labeled πNN and π*NN), and the
oxygen lone pair (labeled n). The π valence active space (10,9)
is used to compute the ππ* transitions, whereas the (14,12)
active space is used for the ππ*NN, nπ* and nπ*NN transitions
involving a′ orbitals. For DNQ there are four additional π
orbitals of a′′ symmetry giving a total of eighteen electrons in
sixteen orbitals, which is computationally not treatable. In this
case the ππ*NN, nπ* and nπ*NN transitions were computed with
a (14,12) active space made of 3 a′ and 9 a′′ orbitals, whereas
for the ππ* transitions a (14,12) made of 12 a′′ orbitals was
used. This strategy is specifically designed to provide a balanced
and consistent description of ππ* versus nπ* vertical excitations
in large chromophores with heteroatoms having several low-
lying nπ* excited states, and has been successfully applied to
assign the absorption spectrum of o-nitrobenzaldehyde.22 The
removal of n orbitals permits an increase in the size of the active
space used to compute ππ* vertical excitations and a reduction
of the number of roots to be included in the state-averaged wave
function. Thus, a six-root state-averaged CASSCF reference
wave function with equal weights for all states was used for
both sets of vertical excitations. A subset of the active space
orbitals that mostly contribute to the description of the vertical
excitations for DBQ and DNQ is reported in Figure 1. The
CASSCF orbitals for DNQSH are similar to the DNQ ones and
are presented in Figure SI1 in the Supporting Information. The
vertical excitations of DNQSH were computed using the same
active spaces employed for DNQ, as TD-DFT calculations
indicate that the orbitals localized on the sulfonic acid residue
do not participate in the excitations (Table SI2 and Figure SI2
in the Supporting Information).

Transition dipole moments (TDM) were calculated from the
perturbationally modified complete active space configuration
interaction (PM-CASCI) wave functions derived from the MS-
CASPT2 calculations.24 These TDM values, combined with the
corresponding MS-CASPT2 energies, were used to compute the
oscillator strengths according to the relation f ) (2/3)(TDM)2∆E.
The vertical excitations were calculated in the vacuum and in
water. The solvent effect is taken into account using the
polarizable continuous model (PCM)25,26 and added in a single-
point energy fashion. The nonequilibrium version was used to
account for the finite relaxation time of the solvent molecules
after the sudden change in electronic distribution caused by the
excitation.27

The modeling of the vibrational structure of the lowest band
in the absorption spectrum of DNQ, which corresponds to the
lowest ππ* excitation (21A′) is done by assuming that the
Franck-Condon (FC) mechanism is the dominant contribution
to the vibrational intensity. The vibrational activity is propor-
tional to the parameter γi, which is given by γi ) 0.5Bi

2. The Bi

parameter is associated with the projection of the difference of
the equilibrium geometries of the ground and excited state
involved in the electronic excitation, onto the totally symmetric
normal modes of the excited state, according to the formula
reported in ref 23, Bi ) (ωi/p)1/2 · (x1 - x0) · (M)1/2 ·Li, where ωi

and Li are the ith vibrational frequency and mass weighted
normal mode of the excited state, M is the matrix of atomic
masses, and x1 and x0 are the Cartesian vectors of the excited
and ground state optimized geometries. To reduce the compu-
tational cost, the DNQ ground and spectroscopic state equilib-
rium geometries used to compute the vibrational intensities were
optimized using a (12,10) active space including 10 orbitals of
a′′ symmetry, and the excited-state frequencies were calculated
numerically. In addition to the Cs minimum, another minimum
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of C1 symmetry was optimized on the spectroscopic state. The
energies of the optimized structures were recomputed with a
(14,12) active space composed of 12 π orbitals (Table SI3 in
the Supporting Information).

Results and Discussion
The vertical excitation energies, oscillator strengths and

dominant configurations at the MS-CASPT2 level for DBQ,
DNQ, and DNQSH in vacuum and in water are presented in
Table 1, and the orbitals involved in the electronic transitions
that mostly contribute to the description of the vertical excita-
tions are shown in Figure 1. We have calculated two dark states
of 1A′′ symmetry which correspond to electronic promotion from
π1 to the in-plane diazo π*NN orbital and excitation from the
oxygen lone pair to the π1* orbital, respectively, and five or
six weakly allowed or allowed excited states of 1A′ symmetry.

One of these states corresponds to the nπ*NN transition, and
the remaining ones to ππ* excitations.

Comparison between the vacuum and solution values shows
that the solvent effect on the excitation energies is small in most
cases. As it may be expected, the nπ* and nπ*NN states are
blue-shifted by at most 0.3 eV in water for all compounds due
to the stabilization of the oxygen lone pair. The exception to
this trend is the nπ*NN excitation of DNQSH, which is red-
shifted by 0.2 eV because of the larger dipole moment of the
excited state.

The assignment of the experimental bands to the allowed and
weakly allowed ππ* transitions is reported in Table 1. For DBQ,
our calculations suggest that the broad band centered at ∼400
nm (∼3.1 eV) in an argon matrix13 and in water12 is due to the
π1f π1*state that is computed at 3.24 eV in vacuum and 3.26
eV in water. The ππ*NN state is computed at similar energies

Figure 1. DBQ (top) and DNQ (bottom) orbitals involved in the electronic transitions that mostly contribute to the vertical excitations reported
in Table 1.

TABLE 1: MS-CASPT2 Vertical Excitation Energies ∆E (eV), Excitation Wavelengths λ (nm), Oscillator Strengths, f, and
Most Important Electronic Configurations in Vacuum and in Water Solvent, for DBQ, DNQ, and DNQSH Compared to
Experimental Absorption Maxima

vacuum water experiment

state config ∆E (eV) λ (nm) f ∆E (eV) λ (nm) f ∆E (eV) λmax (nm)

DBQ 11A′′ π1 f π*NN 2.91 427 0.000 2.95 421 0.000
21A′′ n f π1* 3.53 352 0.000 3.84 323 0.000
21A′ π1 f π1* 3.24 383 0.256 3.26 381 0.258 3.1 400a,b

31A′ n f π*NN 4.10 302 0.025 4.28 290 0.005
41A′ π2 f π1* 4.65 267 0.150 4.55 272 0.179 4.6 268a,b

51A′ π1 f π2* 5.22 238 0.029 5.27 235 0.012
61A′ π2 f π1* 5.54 224 0.052 5.59 222 0.048 5.6, 5.8 220,b 210c

π3 f π*1
DNQ 11A′′ π1 f π*NN 3.19 389 0.000 3.23 384 0.000

21A′′ n f π1* 4.01 310 0.000 4.26 291 0.000
21A′ π1 f π1* 3.16 392 0.427 3.12 397 0.415 3.1 400c

31A′ π1 f π2* 4.23 293 0.001 4.20 295 0.002 4.1 300c

π2 f π1*
41A′ π3 f π2* 4.76 260 0.112 4.64 267 0.110 4.6 268c

51A′ n f π*NN 4.48 277 0.023 4.76 260 0.004
61A′ π1 f π2* 5.01 247 0.108 5.05 246 0.124

π1 f π3*
71A′ π1 f π3* 5.24 237 0.291 5.16 241 0.285 5.6 220c

π2 f π1*
DNQSH 11A′′ π1 f π*NN 3.11 399 0.000 3.09 401 0.000

21A′′ n f π1* 3.90 318 0.000 4.04 307 0.000
21A′ π1 f π1* 2.96 418 0.401 2.94 421 0.406 3.1 400c

31A′ π1 f π2* 3.82 325 0.125 3.73 333 0.093 3.9, 3.8 315,c 325a

41A′ n f π*NN 4.46 278 0.035 4.28 290 0.037
51A′ π2 f π2* 4.66 266 0.003 4.56 272 0.095 4.6, 4.7 268,c 262a

π3 f π1*
61A′ π1 f π1*d 4.76 261 0.084 4.74 262 0.146

π2 f π1*
71A′ π2 f π1* 5.22 238 0.267 5.09 244 0.242 5.5 225a,c

π1 f π3*
a Water from ref 12 for DBQ and ref 12, 15 for DNQ 5-sulfonate derivative. b Ar matrix from ref 13. c Ethanol glass from ref 14.

d Two-electron excitation.
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(2.91-2.95 eV) but is dark. The second band at ∼268 nm (∼4.6
eV) can be assigned to the π2 f π1* state computed at 4.65
eV in vacuum and 4.55 eV in water. The most intense band at
∼210-220 nm (∼5.6-5.8 eV) should arise from excitation to
the 61A′ state predicted at 5.54-5.59 eV with rather high
oscillator strength (f ∼ 0.05).

For DNQ and DNQSH we compare the vertical excitation
energies in water with the available absorption spectra in ethanol
glass14 (DNQ and DNQ 5-sulfonate analogue) and in water12,15

(DNQ 5-sulfonate analogue). Similar to DBQ the lowest energy
band at ∼400 nm is attributed to the π1f π1* state. This state
is predicted at 3.12 and 2.94 eV in water in DNQ and DNQSH,
respectively, while the dark ππ*NN state is calculated at 3.23
and 3.09 eV for the two compounds. The shape of the second
band observed in the UV/vis spectra in ethanol glass does not
allow an accurate determination of the position of maximum
absorption, as the absorption profile shows a sequence of three
small peaks of similar intensity. This band spans an energy
interval of 3.9-4.4 eV in DNQ and 3.8-4.1 eV in the DNQ
5-sulfonate analogue. In DNQ this band could arise from the
31A′ state described by a combination of the π1f π2* and π2
f π1* configurations, which is reminiscent of the 1Lb state of
naphthalene.28 It is calculated at 4.2 eV, but the calculated
oscillator strength is small (0.002). In DNQSH the corresponding
transition is dominated by the π1 f π2* configuration. It
appears at 3.7 eV and has a calculated oscillator strength of
0.093. The computed vertical excitation is in agreement with
the position of the absorption maximum in ethanol14 and water
(∼3.8 eV)12,15 and the red-shift of that band in DNQSH with
respect to DNQ. Finally, the experimental band centered around
4.6-4.7 eV can be assigned to the computed 41A′ and 51A′
states of DNQ and DNQSH, respectively. A similar assignment
of the low-energy region of the spectra can be done on the basis
of the TD-DFT results (Table SI2). These calculations give a
similar character for the three lowest ππ* excitations in the three
compounds of interest, although some of the excitations are
shifted by up to 0.5 eV.

The contribution of the nπ*NN transition to the spectrum can
be not determined precisely because of a suspected inaccuracy
of the multistate treatment. Thus, the MS-CASPT2 method is
reliable when the multistate correction of the CASPT2 results
is small.29 In the present case, the correction is 0.3 eV or less
for all states with the exception of the nπ*NN state (Table SI1
in the Supporting Information), whose MS-CASPT2 energies
deviate by 0.8-1.1 eV in vacuum and 0.5-0.7 eV in water
from the CASPT2 ones. The reason for this large difference is
the coupling of the nπ*NN state with the lowest lying ππ*
transition, which has the same symmetry and similar CASPT2
energy. The multistate treatment reduces the coupling, but the
large value of the correction implies that the MS-CASPT2
energy of the nπ*NN state might be overestimated. Therefore,
one possible interpretation (based on MS-CASPT2 values) is
that this state is hidden below the intense ππ* transition around
270 nm. Another interpretation (based on CASPT2 excitation
energies) is that it is contributing to the structure of the band
around ∼300 nm in DNQ and DNQSH. The TD-DFT calcula-
tions also predict a substantial degree of mixing between the
lowest ππ* configuration and the nπ*NN one, with the nπ*NN

state appearing at 290 and 287 nm in DNQ and DNQS,
respectively.

The absorption profile of the low-energy band in the spectrum
of DNQ in ethanol glass14 shows three different peaks separated
by a value of 1300-1500 cm-1. The π1 f π1* transition is
the only absorbing state around 400 nm, and the peaks must
correspond to a vibrational structure. In order to get insight into
the origin of this structure, we have calculated the γi parameter,
which is proportional to the Franck-Condon intensity. This
parameter is calculated for the totally symmetric modes of the
π1 f π1* excited-state minimum of Cs symmetry (Figure 2).
The most active vibrations are the 421 cm-1 and 1662 cm-1

modes, which involve diazo group bending and bond inversion
dominated by C2-C3/C4-C10 in phase stretching, respectively
(Figure 3). The unscaled mode of 1662 cm-1 is in reasonable

Figure 2. (Top) DNQ S0 minimum; (bottom left) π1 f π1* Cs minimum and transition state vector; (bottom right) π1 f π1* C1 minimum and
π1, π1* singly occupied molecular orbitals at this geometry. Distances in Å and angles in deg.
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agreement with the observed separation between the peaks,
although other modes will also contribute to the vibrational
structure.

The π1 f π1* minimum of Cs symmetry is stabilized by
0.03 eV in vacuum and 0.04 eV in water (MS-CASPT2 level,
Table SI3 in the Supporting Information) relative to the FC π1
f π1* energy. This small stabilization indicates that the vertical
excitation energy may be underestimated by the multistate
treatment (the stabilization at the CASPT2 level is 0.28 eV).
Compared to the S0 minimum, the double C3-C4, C9-C10,
C2-N12 bonds are expanded and single C4-C10, C2-C3 bonds
are contracted. A frequency calculation shows that the Cs

minimum corresponds to a transition state. The eigenvector
associated with the imaginary frequency (290i cm-1) corre-
sponds to an out-of-plane mode characterized by C2-N12-N13

out-of-plane bending (Figure 2). Distortion of the Cs minimum
along this vector leads to a nonplanar π1 f π1* minimum
(Figure 2) located ∼1 eV below the Cs minimum, with the diazo
group bent and twisted out of the naphthoquinone ring and the
C2-N12 bond stretched to 1.45 Å. Comparison of the singly
occupied molecular orbitals at the nonplanar minimum (Figure
2) with the corresponding ones of the FC geometry in Figure 1
confirms that this structure correlates diabatically with the π1
f π1* state at the FC geometry.

Conclusions
The vertical excitations energies of DBQ, DNQ and DNQSH

have been calculated at the MS-CASPT2 level in vacuum and
in water. This has allowed us to assign the bands excited in the
photochemical experiments around 400 and 300 nm. The band
around 400 nm corresponds to the lowest ππ* state and shows
a vibrational structure arising from a bond-inversion mode and
a bending mode of the diazo group, while the band around 300
nm is assigned to another ππ* state for DNQ and DNQSH.
The calculations also suggest that a nonplanar intermediate
that correlates with the lowest ππ* state may be involved in
the photochemical WR induced by excitation at 400 nm. The
elongated C2-N12 bond and the out-of-plane bending of the
diazo group suggest that the intermediate is prone to C-N
bond cleavage. Therefore, while recent experiments point to
an ultrafast, concerted reaction,9 the process may be asyn-
chronous, and the initial phase dominated by nitrogen
elimination. In addition to that, the close-lying ππ*NN state
might also be accessed through a conical intersection with
the bright state and could also be important for the reactivity.

Calculations to clarify the mechanism of the photoinduced
WR are currently under way.
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